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123. The Decomposition of Coefficients of Power.series
and the Divergence of Interpolation Polynomials
By Tetsujiro KAKEHASHI
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI,

M.J./k.,

Oct. 12, 1955)

Let f(z)-,.oa,Z be a function single valued and analytic
within the circle C’lz i-g>0 but not analytic regular on C, and
S(z) be partial sums of the power series of respective degrees n,
that is S,(z)==oaZ
Then it is known that the sequence of
polynomials S(z) of respective degrees n converges to f(z) throughout the interior of the circle C, uniformly for any closed set interior
to C, and diverges at every point exterior to C as n tends to infinity.
And moreover, we have

.

-

z]
or z exterior to C.
P
Above properties can be generalized to the sequence of polynomials found by interpolation to f(z) in the points which satisfy a
certain condition. (T. Kakehashi- On the convergence-region of interpolation polynomials, Journal of the Mathematical Society of Japan,
1955, Vol. 7).
In this paper, we consider the divergence property of the
sequence found by interpolation in the set of points more generalized
than that considered in the above paper.
Let the sequence of points

]im iS(z)l

Z?
z?, Z2o

(P)

z.

which do not lie exterior +o +he unit circle C’] z l--l, satisfy the
condition that the sequence of

w (z)

(z- zY )

(z-

Z

Zn

converges to a function (z), single valued, analytic, and non-vanishing for z exterior to C, and uniformly for any finite closed points
set exterior to C, that is

(C)

(z)
lim+ w(z)
Zn

0

for z l> 1.

Let f(z) be a function single valued and analytic throughout
the interior of the circle C:I z l--p>l but not analytic regular on
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C. Then the sequence o polynomials P(z; f) of respective degrees
n which interpolate to f(z) in all the zeros of w+(z) is given by
1
f (t) dr,
P(z; f)--

(I)

f

It is known hat the sequence of polynomials P(z;f)converges
throughout the interior of the circle C as n, and uniormly or any closed set interior to C. The divergence of the
sequence P(z;f) a every point exterior to C shall be ascertained
in the ollowing
Theorem. Let the function f(z) be single valued and analytic
throughout the interior of the circle C z I-g>1, and (P) be the
points set which satisfies the condition (C). Then the sequence of
polynomials P(z; f) of respective degrees n found by interpolation
to f(z) in all the zeros of w+(z) diverges at every point exterior to

o f(z)

C. Moreover,

we have

(1)

iimlP(z;f)= -]z

for

In the proo2 of his theorem, it is convenient to have several
lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let [A} n=0,1, 2,.
numbers which satisfy

iim. A

(2

-

be a sequence of complex

-1.
Then there exists a sequence of positive mbers "n-O, 1, 2,... which
satisfies following conditions, that is
(3)
1-0..- or 1-o:>j>-.->0 (monotone),
lira -".+--- 1,

(4)
and

In the case when o>lim,.IAl-A>0, it is clear that the
secluence io=1,

-t

A satisfies above conditions.

In the case when lim[A,[-, we can choose the greatest
positive ineer
such that A ]---max A >1 because lim [A. t;;
=1. Next we can take he greatest positive integer a.(>a) such
>1 which is smaller than Ala. In
-max>
A
A
he sequel, we can choose the infinite sequence oi positive integers

hat

a< a< a<
satisfies

such that a is the greatest positive integer which
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and

IA I<>

>

>""

which must converge to 1 by the condition lim-I A
If we arrange the sequence of positive numbers

by

A-IAI --,

=[AI,...,

have, for any osiive integer

or

for n-a, k=l, 2,...,
and
i./ /,+ A+/+-," ,-0, 1, 2,.., (a+-a-l),
k= 1, 2,...
2,
2+,
A
which converges to I as n.
Hence we have the monotone increasing sequence of positive
numbers 2, which satisfies relations (3), (4), and (5). Thus the
lemma has been proved for the case iimlA. l=
In the case when lim A=0, we can choose a positive integer
a such that I[A > ]AI for n >a, and take the greatest positive
integer
such that [Al=max AI< [AI. In such a way, we can
ai<n
choose a sequence of positive integers <<<... such hat
[A[>[A+I>IA[ for n>+, and IA]IA+[<I for <n<+.
It is clear that the sequence [A}: k=l, 2,... satisfies the relation

.

im. A 1

.

Next we take the positive integer
equal to a, and we can
choose the smallest positive number (>N) from {a} such that

[_Vo]. 31,
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1

>IA l-ft. In such a way,
Aa
positive numbers

-

we can choose the sequence

of
<.<<... from the sequence f}, such
Chat / is Che smallest positive integer which satisfies

A

1> A
It is clear hat he sequence

converges to 1 as k.

If we arrange the sequence of positive numbers

1=o>>
by

2-IAli, 2.-IA,,l’i,..., 2-IA],

A

A

"’"

have, for any ositive integer (>), utin

-+u

for

<,,
or

for n.

/c --1, 2, 3,...,

and
lim,.

Thus the sequence [2} n=0, 1, 2,... satisfies (3), (4), and (5).
Hence She lemma is valid also for he case lim A.--0. The lemma
is thus established.
By his lemma, we can verify hat he function f(z)single
valued and analytic within Che circle C: zl=g, but not analytic
regular on C, can be expanded into he power series

6)

where

f(z)

,--o A,

,%o c

and c satisfy the conditions (3), (4), and (5).
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(3), (4), and (5), and (z) be a function single valued, analytic, and
C z I-0 > O. If we t

non-vanishing on
we have

_

> lim,. v > O.

(8

If we 9u p(z)_,
he lemma ha

lim

-p

i is clear by he eondiion of

And by he relation

i -r< 1.

--1, for a positive integer n, we have

2M ]- (1 + )’(r + )"
for any positive number 3, where M is a positive number independent
of n and p. The last side is convergent for sufficiently small
by the condition of o(z), and hence we can verify that lyl<
uniformly for any positive integer n.

li+i[<

.

Thus we can verify that

By this method, we can also verify hat l-l

for any positive integer n.
Next we shall prove the relation Jim 1-]->0. if we put

=_

which is single valued and analytic on

lim fl[< 1 and lim=, fl_ < 1.
%oC p -:=o ,-7-3

=

1 or k < O.
where
If we assume

C,

+(z)

we have

From the relation f(z)we have

max
M exists or any integer
=0,._<<
:
lim+(positive or negative) n. For any two integers n and p, and for
7

any 30, we can verify by the condition of {}’n-0, 1, 2,...
that there exists a positive number A, independent of n and p,
which satisfies

+
Accordingly, we have
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q>o

+ A max

I.

=

( +)

,
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/In +q

1+ AM:+ 1 ( +)’.

.

1
For any
1+S
>0, if we take m sufficiently large, the last term becomes less
than
And for a fixed number m if we take n sufficiently large,
3
Hence
the first and second terms become respectively less than
3
we have lim. c= 0 which contradicts the assumption iim. c I= 1.
Thus the lemma is established.

Here we can choose 3>0 such that lim

be the function which satisLemma 3. Le f(z)Lo ca,
fies (3), (4), and (5), and {p(z)}" n--l, 2,... be a sequence of functions

.

single valued and analytic on a closed domain, which contains the
circle C in its inerior, such that
uniformly on the domain.
lim.p(z)-0,
(11)
If we put

f (z),(z)-_ 7;’

(12)

()

Then we have

(13)

lim,+

--0.

number ;o such that (z) are single valued and analytic on and
between the two circles C(/.o and C(+o- , and we have
2i

2)--

2vi

,(t)t--ldt. k--O, 1, 2,...,
cci + a0)

(1 + 6 o)

#,(t)--dt k

1,

2,

Accordingly, we can verify that for any integer k

I:

(14)

M.(i + o)

-,,

M. can be allowed to approach zero as n.
()
we have
From the equation 7)-o c_,,

where

For any ositive number S less than So, if we ut Kmaxlcl, we
have
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by (10) and (14).

By ,0,

elearly tends to zero as n.

Thus the lemma is established.
The following lemma ollows at once from lemmas 2 and 3.
be the function which satisfies
Lemma 4. Let f(z)-- :=o C,
(3), (4), and (5), and {(z)}" n-l, 2,... be the sequence of functions

C

such that
(non-vanishing on C)
uniformly on a closed domain which contains the circle C in its
interior.

single valued and analytic on

(15)

lim ,(z)-(z)

Now we are in a position to prove the theorem. For the function
f(z)--.oC
->1 which satisfy (3), (4), and (5), and or any
point z exterior to

C, the

-w+(t)(t-z) -,Z-)
-(z)

-

sequence of fnctions

w+(t)

z+

/-t-z’

n-O, 1, 2,...

(non-vanishing on C) uniformly on the closed

domain l<R"ltlR’<Izl,(R"<g<R’).
equality (I), we ean verify that

By lemma 4 and the

lim.,-}V] f (t)f (t)
or Izl>o
is bounded and positive.

im.

Now the relation
O

follows at once by lim.. V2--1 which can be verified by (4), and
hence P.(z; f) can not converge for every z exterior to C,. Thus
the theorem is established.

